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COMPLETE COVERAGE
DataLInk is based in Millersville, MD

and supports your local, regional, and

national locations.

We Make ”IT” Easy

SERVICES PORTFOLIO

Professional Consulting Services

Need advice for a big project or want

strategic input that will help you meet

your IT goals?

IT Support Services

We monitor and manage our clients'

networks, desktops, and everything in

between.

Corporate Audio, Video Services

Keep your people connected.

Conferencing and video room systems

save time, money and travel.

Structured Cable | Wireless Access

As the size and nature of your business

changes, so will your need for IT

access and more speed.

Physical Security

There's one thing everyone agrees on -

protecting your people and your assets

is absolutely critical.

Business Communications

Our portfolio offers everything from

phones to collaboration capabilities

that help you keep in touch.

IT Support Services

Data Center & Collocation
Still entrusting all your data to onsite servers? If so, you could
be overlooking an affordable way to reduce risk from…
 Server crashes and unreliable backup processes

 Network intrusions, viruses and hack attacks

 Unpredictable service outages from utility and bandwidth providers

 Fire and flood that knock out equipment rooms

 Natural disasters and local emergencies that close your building

It’s Your Business
Many businesses need a redundant data center, but find that building one from scratch

doesn't make economic sense. An alternative is to use a third-party collocation facility. An

off-site data center eliminates the cost of maintaining your own and mitigates the risks

associated with on-premises infrastructure. Your mission critical systems and files will be

available when you need them – even to your remote offices, call centers, and teleworkers.

What We Offer
 Power, Cooling & Security – Mission-critical requirements are met with scalable power,

cooling infrastructure, and enhanced security

 Reliability – With access to multiple network service providers and carriers, you'll have

access to a highly redundant network that never bogs down.

 Economy – Saves you money. An in-house data center with design deficiencies can be

costly to operate and could put your IT investments in jeopardy.

 Redundancy – Solves the challenges presented by Sarbanes Oxley, HIPAA, SOX, SAS 70

and other mandates that require fail-safe protection of critical IT systems.

 Flexibility – Depending on your needs you can opt for different levels of management,

including on-site maintenance support and proactive 24 hour monitoring, 7 days a week.

 Scalability – Whether your business needs space for 1 server or 100, DataLink can help.

We Make IT Easy
If IT issues like storage and backup are keeping you up at night, DataLink has solutions

– at a cost that makes sense. Whether you’re running a small or medium-sized

business, each and every DataLink client is valued. You'll know it, because we'll prove it

every day. And it's why for years and years, our client relationships continue.


